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Abstract
As intelligent agents become pervasive in our
lives, they are expected to not only achieve tasks
alone but also engage in tasks that require close
collaboration with humans. In such a context, the
optimal agent behavior without considering the
humans in the loop may be viewed as inexplicable, resulting in degraded team performance and
loss of trust. Consequently, to be seen as good
team players, such agents are required to learn
about human idiosyncrasies and preferences for
their behaviors based on human feedback and respect them during decision-making. On the other
hand, human biases can skew the feedback and
cause such learning agents to deviate from their
original design purposes, leading to severe consequences. Therefore, it is critical for these agents
to be aware of human biases and trade off optimality with human preferences for their behaviors
appropriately. In this paper, we formulate the
problem of Explicable Policy Search (EPS). We
assume that human biases arise from the human’s
belief about the agent’s domain dynamics and
the human’s reward function. Directly learning
the human’s belief and reward function is possible but largely inefficient and unnecessary. We
demonstrate that they can be encoded by a single surrogate reward function that is learned in
a preference-based framework. With this reward
function, the agent then learns a stochastic policy via maximum entropy reinforcement learning
to recover an explicable policy. We evaluate our
method for EPS in a set of continuous navigation
domains with synthetic human models and in an
autonomous driving domain with a human subject
study. The results suggest that our method can
effectively generate explicable behaviors that are
more desirable under various human biases.
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1. Introduction
Intelligent agents are quickly becoming parts of our daily
lives in a variety of domains, including smart home, entertainment, education and so on. In such domains, the
agents are expected to perform in human inhabited environments and even collaborate closely with them. Agents
choosing their optimal behaviors without considering the
human observers or collaborators could be seen as inexplicable, leading to degraded team performance and loss
of trust (Gunning, 2017; Chakraborti et al., 2017a). To be
good team players, these agents are required to respect human preferences for their behaviors by learning from human
feedback. On the other hand, humans are known to exhibit
various biases (Harding et al., 2004) that could have led to
these agents learning to deviate from their design purposes,
resulting in severe consequences.
Consider an automated factory where a robotic agent is
assisting a human co-worker to fetch various parts for an
assembly task. The human may maintain expectations of
the robot in terms of the objects the robot should handle.
When those expectations differ from the robot’s abilities,
the discrepancies can lead to reduced team performance or
even safety risks to the human. For example, the human
may deliberately choose to fetch an object him or herself
that would be more efficient for the robot to handle, or the
human may observe the robot picking up a high-value but
delicate object and try to stop it midway.
The misalignment between the human’s expectations and
agent’s chosen behaviors can be attributed to human biased models, which could be biased understanding of the
agent’s domain dynamics (Reddy et al., 2018; Gong &
Zhang, 2020), the reward model (Kahneman & Tversky,
2013), and the computational model (Bobu et al., 2020;
Shah et al., 2019).1 Similar to prior work, we assume that
humans generate expectations for the agent based on these
biased models. A good team player is required to respect
others’ expectations when appropriate, potentially at the cost
of losing optimality. The challenges in developing such an
1
While the most general solution is required to tackle all three
types of biases, in light of the infeasibility results reported in (Armstrong & Mindermann, 2018), we consider noisily rational humans
(i.e., no bias in the computational model) as commonly assumed
in the literature.
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ability lie in learning about the hidden expectations for the
humans in the loop and planning to trade off optimality with
meeting those expectations. Similar problems have been
studied in classical planning (Zhang et al., 2017; Kulkarni
et al., 2019; Chakraborti et al., 2017b) but it remains unexplored in stochastic domains with continuous state and
action spaces.
Learning the hidden expectations requires support from
humans. Existing work in inverse reinforcement learning
(IRL) (Ng et al., 2000; Abbeel & Ng, 2004; Ramachandran
& Amir, 2007; Ziebart et al., 2008; 2010), and reward learning (Daniel et al., 2014; Sadigh et al., 2017; Erdem et al.,
2020) performs learning tasks with human feedback. However, they all implicitly assume that the human maintains an
accurate understanding of the agent’s dynamics and reward
models and explain any deviations from optimality as noise.
While noise introduces variability, bias determines the average of errors (Kahneman, 2011). Human biases could
impact our decisions and judgments. Overlooking human
biases in the agent’s learning process would result in the
agent’s behaviors diverging from the human’s expectations,
while overweighting them could result in the agent deviating
from its design purposes. Hence, addressing human biases
is a fundamental problem of reconciliation.
In this paper, we formulate the problem as an explicable
policy search (EPS) problem in Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs). The goal is to learn a policy that balances between
maximizing the long-term return and minimizing the deviation of the agent’s behavior from the human’s expectation of
it, which is quantified by an explicability metric. This metric
characterizes the divergence between the distribution of the
agent’s trajectory under a policy and the human’s expectation of that distribution. Based on a probabilistic view of RL,
we formulate the probability of realizing a trajectory of the
agent using the agent’s domain dynamics (the true dynamics
to be learned from the environment) and policy, and that of
the human’s expectation using the human’s belief about the
agent’s dynamics and the human’s reward function. In such
a way, the explicability metric can be represented by the
negative Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence (i.e., the relative
entropy) between the two distributions. Instead of learning
the human’s belief and reward function directly, we propose
to model them together using a surrogate reward function
by deliberately applying a preference-based reward learning
method in a “wrong” way. We show that such a reward
function can encode both the human’s belief and reward
function. It can then be incorporated into a policy search
process to recover an explicable policy. We demonstrate
that the objective function of our explicable policy search
problem is a generalization of that in maximum entropy reinforcement learning (Haarnoja et al., 2017; Schulman et al.,
2017) under human biases. The surrogate reward function
is learned progressively while the agent interacts with the

human and environment.
To evaluate our proposed method for EPS, we design a
set of continuous navigation domains where the human’s
feedback is synthetically generated using the true models
modified with biases. We compare the performance between our approach and baselines of a state-of-the-art RL
method (Haarnoja et al., 2018a;b), a preference-based RL
method (Christiano et al., 2017), and policy shaping (Griffith et al., 2013) in these domains. Furthermore, we conduct
a human subject study in an autonomous driving domain
where we design driving scenarios that elicit existing human
biases about the vehicle’s dynamics. The results show that
our method can consistently generate explicable behaviors
that are more desirable than the baselines under various
biases.
The contribution of this paper is three-fold. First, we introduce and formulate the explicability policy search problem,
which extends explicable decision making to stochastic domains with continuous state and action spaces. Also, our
formulation considers biases in both the human’s belief and
reward function. Second, we propose a practical solution
for this challenging problem by introducing a single surrogate reward function learned from human preference data,
which encodes the information about both the human’s belief and reward function. It bypasses the need to learn these
models separately, which is inefficient in complex domains
and unnecessary for policy search. Third, we evaluate our
preference-based explicable policy search method extensively with simulations and human subjects.

2. Related Work
The problem of generating communicative actions or behaviors has been well studied as a subarea in explainable AI,
where explicable planning is a representative method (Zhang
et al., 2017; Kulkarni et al., 2019; Gong & Zhang, 2018;
Zakershahrak et al., 2018). See a recent review paper
on the various ways of generating communicative behaviors (Chakraborti et al., 2019). The key characterization
of explicable planning method revolves around the idea of
model reconciliation where an agent makes decisions based
on two models instead of one (Chakraborti et al., 2017b;a;
2019). Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2017) formulated the
problem as a learning and planning problem, where the human’s expectation of the agent’s behavior is learned through
a labeling process, which captures the human’s belief of
the agent’s dynamics model. A metric for explicability is
defined based on the learned labeling schema and then used
to regularize the planning process to synthesize explicable
plans. Kulkarni et al. (Kulkarni et al., 2019) considered it
directly as a distance learning problem (Chakraborti et al.,
2017b) and generated explicable plans by minimizing an
explicability distance between plans from the two models.
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A strong assumption was made that the human’s model
was provided a priori. These prior methods addressed the
problem in a classical planning setting (e.g., PDDL) under
deterministic domains, which is not suitable for stochastic
environments with continuous state and action spaces. Furthermore, they tackled the biased belief only and not the
reward function.
Our approach to explicable policy search is inspired by
preference-based learning methods. Different methods have
been devised that use human preference data in different
ways, which include reward shaping, policy shaping (Griffith et al., 2013), TAMER (Knox & Stone, 2009), COACH
(MacGlashan et al., 2017), FRESH (Xiao et al., 2020), and
deep RL from human preference (Christiano et al., 2017).
However, human biases that may skew the data are often
treated as noise and largely ignored. For example, TAMER
considers that the human user has an accurate model of
behavioral effects and can deliver reinforcement learning
signals with a consistently small delay. However, when the
human maintains a biased model, these signals can lead
to slow convergence and undesirable behaviors. While it
may be convenient to learn the human’s belief (Reddy et al.,
2018) and reward model separately, they are tightly coupled
in the preference data provided on the agent’s behavior and
should be jointly learned. Joint learning is possible (Gong
& Zhang, 2020; Herman et al., 2016) but much more challenging than traditional learning methods, which makes it
impractical for complex domains. Hence, our approach
may also be considered as generalizing preference-based
learning methods under human biases.
Our solution method is also inspired by off-dynamics learning methods (Eysenbach et al., 2020) that handle transfer
learning from a source domain to a target domain. However,
we do not have direct access to the target domain that is in
the human’s head. Furthermore, the differences between
the source and target domains in our work (introduced by
biases) may have come from the human’s reward function
in addition to the human’s belief. In contrast to maximum
entropy reinforcement learning (Haarnoja et al., 2017), the
final form of our optimization criteria contains an extra bias
term that encourages the agent to explore regions that are
more stochastic to improve explicability.

3. Problem Formulation
In this paper, we formulate the domain as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP). An MDP is represented by a tuple M =
(S, A, T , r, ρ, γ) where S is a set of states, A is a set of
actions. T (s|s, a) is the transition function that captures
the probability distribution of the next state s0 when the
agent is at state s and takes an action a. r is the reward
function. ρ(·) is the initial state distribution and γ is the
discount factor. We consider two MDPs in our problem

setting: One is MA for the agent with the agent’s domain
dynamics TA (i.e., the true domain dynamics to be learned
from the environment); the other is MH
A for the human with
his or her belief about the agent’s dynamics TAH . Similarly,
H
we denote the two reward functions as rA and rA
. We
assume the two MDPs share the same state space, action
space, initial state distribution, and discount factor. We then
introduce our problem setting:
Definition 1. Explicable Policy Search is the problem of
searching for a policy via learning to maximize a weighted
sum of the accumulative reward and the explicability of the
induced agent’s behavior to the human.
More formally, in this paper, we aim to learn a stochastic
policy whose objective is to maximize a linearly weighted
sum of the return and an explicability metric. It can be
formulated as follows:
"
π ∗ = arg max Eπ,TA
π

#
X

H
γ t rA (st , at ) + λE(τ, rA
, TAH )

t

(1)
where τ = {s0 , a0 , . . . , st , at , . . . } is a sampled agent trajectory following a policy π. To simplify the notation, we
assume the environment reward signal collides with rA .
H
E(τ, rA
, TAH ) denotes the explicability metric of an agent’s
trajectory τ based on the human’s belief and reward function.
Similar to (Zhang et al., 2017; Chakraborti et al., 2017b), we
H
assume the human generates expectations based on rA
and
H
TA . Intuitively, explicability reflects the extent to which
the given trajectory aligns with the human’s expectation. In
contrast to that in classical planning (Zhang et al., 2017;
Kulkarni et al., 2019), we must consider this metric for distributions of trajectories. We will introduce and formally
define an explicability metric that satisfies this requirement
in the next section. λ is the reconciliation parameter that
balances between the return and explicability. In this paper,
we assume that this domain-dependent parameter is given
and static. In reality, it can dynamically change in different
regions of the state space, for example, when the weight
depends on the stochasticity in the environment. We delay
such a discussion to future work. Intuitively, explicable
policy search aims to find a policy that has a high return and
is simultaneously more likely to generate trajectories that
are consistent with the human’s models.

4. Preference-Based Explicable Policy Search
Before diving into the learning method, we first express
the probability distribution of the agent’s trajectory and
the human’s expectation of this distribution in terms of
(MA , π) and MH
A , respectively, which are used to define
the explicability metric. We parameterize the agent’s policy
using θ. The probability of realizing the agent’s trajectory τ
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with πθ is given by:
pA (τ ) = ρ(s0 )

Y

function. Therefore, it promotes the explicability of the
agent’s behavior, which is encouraged.
TA (st+1 |st , at )πθ (at |st )

t

4.2. Surrogate Reward Function

Building on a probabilistic inference interpretation of RL
(Ziebart et al., 2010; Rawlik et al., 2012; Levine, 2018), the
distribution of a trajectory in terms of MH
A is formulated
as:
pH
A (τ ) ∝ ρ(s0 )


Q




P H
H
T
(s
|s
,
a
)
exp
r
(s
,
a
)
t+1
t
t
t
t
A
A
t
t

(2)
Given these two distributions, we can now define an explicability metric based on their divergence.
4.1. Explicability Metric
Definition 2. Policy Explicability is the divergence between
the distribution of the agent’s trajectories under a given
policy and the expectation of this distribution based on the
human’s belief and reward function (which are hidden).
Given the distributions of the agent’s trajectories expressed
above, we formulate the explicability metric as the negative
KL divergence between pA and pH
A:
H
Eπ,TA E(τ, rA
, TAH ) , −DKL (pA (τ )kpH
A (τ ))
X
= − EpA
log TA (st+1 |st , at ) + log πθ (at |st )

(3)

t

−

log TAH (st+1 |st , at )

A straightforward approach is to learn the human’s belief
and reward function simultaneously, and then apply a policy search method with a modified reward based on these
learning outcomes while maintaining an estimate of the
true domain dynamics during learning. While possible, it is
inefficient and unnecessary. Instead, we propose to use a surrogate reward function similar to that used in off-dynamics
RL (Eysenbach et al., 2020). Our problem setting, however, is different from off-dynamics RL (Eysenbach et al.,
2020) in two key aspects. First, besides differences in the
H
dynamics models, rA and rA
could also be different. Another challenge is that we have no access to the human’s
model MH
A (i.e., the target domain in off-dynamics RL)
and it is difficult to learn classifiers in a data-driven fashion
for estimating ∆T . To address these challenges, we intentionally apply a preference-based reward learning method
in a “wrong” way. The goal is to learn a surrogate reward
function r̂ that retains all the information about the human’s
belief and reward function for policy search.
Inspired by preference-based RL (Christiano et al., 2017),
we notice that we can redefine the distribution of the agent’s
trajectories according to the human’s model using r̂ only
and learn r̂ via preference-based reward learning:



−

H
rA
(st , at )

+C

(4)

!
pH
A (τ )

where C is a constant. The terms inside the expectation
can be viewed as two parts: ∆T , log TA (st+1 |st , at ) −
H
(st , at ).
log TAH (st+1 |st , at ) and ∆r , log πθ (at |st ) − rA
∆T captures the differences between the true domain dynamics and the human’s belief about it. When ∆T > 0,
it means the agent’s demonstrated behavior would be less
frequent than the human’s belief about the probability of its
occurrence. This term then serves as a penalty that discourages the agent from taking the corresponding action in the
corresponding state. Otherwise, when ∆T < 0, the agent’s
behavior has a higher probability to be expected by the human and is hence encouraged. For ∆r, it captures how well
the agent’s policy aligns with the local reward according
to the human’s reward function. When using the reward
function to define a distribution over trajectories (Ziebart
et al., 2010; Rawlik et al., 2012; Levine, 2018; Eysenbach
et al., 2020), πθ (at |st ) can be considered as representing
the reward function rA (st , at ) (which is also aligned with
the environment reward signal). Similarly, when ∆r > 0, it
indicates the agent’s behavior does not conform sufficiently
with the human’s reward function. The agent would be penalized to better conform. When ∆r < 0, the agent would
appear to respect the choice based on the human’s reward

∝ exp

X

r̂(st , at )

(5)

t

where r̂ is the surrogate reward function and serves as a
latent factor that interprets the human’s expectations. Now
we take the equivalence of these two definitions of pH
A (τ )
(i.e., Eqs. (2) and (5)):
P

t

r̂(st , at ) =

P

t

log TAH (st+1 |st , at ) +

H
t rA (st , at )

P

+ C1

H
where C1 is a constant. TAH and rA
become interchangeable
with r̂, which suggests that the information encoded in TAH
H
and rA
can be expressed by r̂ solely. Then, the explicability
metric can be re-expressed as:

H
Eπ,TA E(τ, rA
, TAH ) , EpA

X

r̂(st , at )

t


− log TA (st+1 |st , at ) − log πθ (at |st ) + C2
where C2 is a constant. We plug the new formulation above
back into Eq. (1). The objective of explicable policy search
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Algorithm 1 Preference-Based Explicable Policy Search
(PEPS)

can be rewritten as:
πθ∗ = arg max EpA
πθ

X


γ t rA (st , at )

1: Initialize the agent’s policy πθ , agent dynamics TA ,

surrogate reward function r̂, and an empty set D.

t



+ λ r̂(st , at ) + HTA [st+1 |st , at ] + Hπθ [at |st ]

(6)

We can view this objective function as two parts. The first
two terms, rA (st , at )+λr̂(st , at ), requires the agent to maximize rewards from two sources: the environment reward
and the surrogate reward learned from human preferences.
These two reward functions are weighted according to the
reconciliation parameter as expected. The second part of this
objective function is HTA [st+1 |st , at ] + Hπθ [at |st ], which
are two entropy terms. The first term is for the true domain
dynamics while the second term is for the agent’s policy.
The second term is well studied in the maximum entropy RL
framework (Haarnoja et al., 2017; Schulman et al., 2017;
Haarnoja et al., 2018a;b). Maximizing Hπθ encourages the
agent to explore during learning, which we refer to as “policy entropy”. A unique characterization of explicable policy
search lies in the first term. Maximizing HTA encourages
the agent to explore parts of the environment where there
is more stochasticity, which we refer to as “environment
entropy”. Environment entropy acts as a stimulus for the
agent to visit areas that are more stochastic. In other words,
it penalizes the agent in deterministic parts of the environment. This makes intuitive sense since the discrepancies
between the agent’s behavior and its expectation (due in part
to differences in domain dynamics) are likely to be more
conspicuous in those areas, leading to reduced explicability.
Connections to RL: The optimization target in Eq. (6) is
closely connected to those used in various RL methods. For
example, when the underlying domain is deterministic, the
optimization problem becomes a maximum entropy multiobjective RL problem. When this is no bias in the reward
function, it resembles an off-dynamics RL problem. When
no biases in domain dynamics or reward function are present,
it reduces to standard RL that maximizes the discounted
accumulative reward.
Since r̂ is estimated in a preference-based reward learning
framework, we name our method Preference-based Explicable Policy Search (PEPS). More specifically, we request
humans to provide their preferences for pairs of segments
{(σ 1 , σ 2 )} extracted from the agent’s trajectories. The human’s preference is formulated as follows (Christiano et al.,
2017):
P
exp r̂(s1t , a1t )
1
2
P
P
.
P̂ [σ  σ ] =
exp r̂(s1t , a1t ) + exp r̂(s2t , a2t )
We learn r̂ to minimize the cross entropy between our prediction and the true human preferences. In order to efficiently

2: for t = 1 · · · max iterations do
3:
Collect samples from environment using πθ and add
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

them to D.
Train TA using D.
repeat
Actively select m pairs of trajectory segments to
elicit human preferences.
Learn r̂ using human’s preference data.
until presented a predefined number of sample pairs
if reached a predefined batch size then
Update πθ using SAC with experience replay using
Eq. (6).
end if
end for
return πθ

elicit the human’s preference for the agent’s behavior, we
leverage information gain (Bıyık et al., 2019) to select traces
for the human in an active learning fashion. To estimate
TA , we model it as Gaussian distributions using a neural
network that outputs its mean and logarithm of standard deviation given the state and action. The agent interacts with
the environment and collects transition data for learning. TA
is estimated using a data-driven method. We use Soft Actor
Critic (SAC) (Haarnoja et al., 2018a;b) that stems from the
maximum entropy RL framework for policy learning. Other
state-of-the-art policy search methods are also applicable.
We present an overview of the learning process for PEPS in
Algorithm 1.

5. Evaluation
We evaluate our method on a set of continuous navigation
domains with synthetic human models and a simulated autonomous driving domain with a human subject study. The
synthetic experiments are used to validate the effectiveness
of our method for recovering explicable policies under various human biases. The user study is conducted for two
reasons: 1) to confirm that humans exhibit biases that can affect their judgements, which can lead to severe consequence
when ignored; 2) to show that our method can effectively
address such biases while maintaining reasonable task performance.
5.1. Synthetic Navigation Domains
We conduct experiments on four navigation domains with
continuous state and action spaces. We first introduce the
domains and then describe the synthetic human models (i.e.,
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the human’s belief and reward function) that introduce the
biases:

Table 1. Comparison of PEPS to baselines using averaged return
and explicability over 100 rollouts
Avg. Return

• Domain 1 (D1): This domain is adapted from the classical cliff walking domain (Sutton & Barto, 2018).
There is one pit area with −100 penalty and a goal
area with +100 reward in the environment. The reward of each (s, a) pair depends on how much the
action a forwards the agent towards the goal when it
is at state s. Moreover, there is an additional living
reward (i.e., −1) for each step. The environment is
shown in the first row of Figure 2. The dark grey area
around represents the walls. The brown block is the
pit and the green block in the upper right corner is the
goal. The agent starts from the upper left corner. The
true domain is deterministic.
• Domain 2 (D2): Similar to domain 1, this domain
contains one pit area and a goal area. The true rewards
and dynamics are the same as domain 1. The only
difference is that the location of the pit area is moved
one block down. Now, the agent has two possible ways
to reach the goal that are separated by the pit. The
environment is shown in the second row of Figure 2.
• Domain 3 (D3): As shown in the third row of Figure
2, the goal is at the bottom right corner of the environment. There are two paths starting from the upper left
corner (i.e., the initial position) to the goal separated
by an impassable area in the middle. The path passing through the top is an icy road (depicted in blue)
and the pit is at its right end. The other path passing
through the left is covered with sands (shown in yellow). The environment reward is the same as the first
two domains. However, the dynamics model is different while navigating on different road conditions. In
this domain, the agent is adept at moving on the icy
road while extremely clumsy (i.e., can easily get stuck)
on sand.
• Domain 4 (D4): The domain is a modified version of
domain 3. The only difference is that the agent is now
more proficient with sands–it is slower on sand but still
maneuverable. The environment is shown in the last
row of Figure 2 where the sandy road on the left is
illustrated in darker yellow to indicate that it is more
navigable for the agent.
We built in various human biased models for these four
domains2 . For D1 and D2, the human believes that the agent
is more likely to fall into the pit when it is close by (i.e.,
2
For simplicity, we modified the human’s belief about the domain dynamics only while keeping the reward function the same.
This should not impact the evaluation results since we have shown
that the surrogate reward function can encode biases in both.

Domain
D1
D2
D3
D4

Avg. Explicability

PEPS

SAC

DRLHP

PS

PEPS

SAC

DRLHP

PS

95.53
94.07
96.80
92.17

97.46
95.65
94.47
93.27

74.51
23.28
-50.76
17.38

93.91
95.55
-178.76
90.11

94.87
91.10
94.72
92.17

92.57
91.00
91.88
90.77

73.01
20.94
-50.79
17.36

89.17
90.66
-181.46
90.11

(a) D1

(b) D2

(c) D3 & D4

Figure 1. Illustration of the learned surrogate reward functions.
Darker color represents lower reward while brighter means higher
reward.

more stochastic) and the agent can navigate stably while
further way. For D3 and D4, the human believes that the
agent would easily slip on ice and it is more likely to fall
into the pit while moving close by. Moreover, the human
believes that the agent can readily handle sandy roads. In
our experiments, the human’s preference data for agent’s
behaviors is generated synthetically based on Eq. (2).
We compared our method to three baselines: Soft Actor
Critic (SAC) (Haarnoja et al., 2018a;b), Deep RL from Human Preferences (DRLHP) (Christiano et al., 2017), and
Policy Shaping (PS) (Griffith et al., 2013). SAC is one of
the state-of-the-art RL algorithms for continuous control.
DRLHP uses human preferences for the agent’s behavior to
estimate a reward function, and then applies the learned reward function to guide policy search. It learns with humans
in the loop but implicitly assumes the human maintains an
accurate belief of domain dynamics and reward function.
Policy shaping learns two policies using reward signals from
the environment and human feedback, respectively. A reconciled policy is then obtained by multiplying them together. It
also seeks to balance between different information sources
but cannot handle situations when priority must be given to
either human preference or task performance, resulting in
undesirable behaviors (see D3). For PEPS, the reconciliation parameter is tuned slightly for different domains with a
range between [2.0, 2.8].
Table 1 shows the average return and explicability of PEPS
compared to the baselines over 100 rollouts. The explicability value is computed using Eq. (4) based on the synthetic
human models. For all domains, PEPS achieved the highest
explicability value and followed the best performer tightly
in terms of the accumulative reward. Policy shaping performed well on most tasks while considerably worse than
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(a) PEPS

(b) SAC

(c) DRLHP

(d) PS

(e) Human

Figure 2. Comparison of behaviors for the different learning agents with the human’s expectation.

others in D3. Due to the different preferences from the agent
and human in D3, the method failed to achieve a meaningful balance (more below). DRLHP performed poorly on
all the domains because preference-based learning methods have problems dealing with domains with sparse or
delayed rewards. PEPS also depends on a preference-based
learning method to learn the surrogate reward function. As
shown in Figure 1, this learned reward function has a significant amount of uncertainty so is not ideal for finding
a good policy alone. Although it adds variability into the
policy learning process, it surprisingly serves very well as
a secondary objective by informing the agent where the
human prefers it to perform. We show the rollouts for PEPS
and baselines, as well as for the human’s expectation computed using the synthetic human models in Figure 2. In
D1 and D2, SAC agent always chooses the shortest path
while PEPS agent takes a detour that avoids the pit and
hence is more explicable to the human. Policy shaping
agent generates similar explicable behaviors in D1 and D2,
In D3 and D4, SAC agent chooses the path passing through
the top since the agent can get stuck on sandy roads in D3
and the top is the more efficient path in D4. It is worth
noting that PEPL agent makes different decisions on these
two domains. It selects the top aisle in D3 when the sandy
road is difficult to navigate even though it is against the
human’s preference. However, when it can better handle

sand in D4, it chooses to respect the human’s expectation
to be more explicable, at the cost of losing optimality. In
D4, policy learning agent is also successful but gets stuck in
D3, because multiplying two different policies could result
in a new policy that is uninformative (e.g., when we have
p1 = (0.1, 0.9), p2 = (0.9, 0.1), the resulting policy from
multiplying them will be p = (0.5, 0.5)), which can lead
to poor behaviors. In all domains, DRLHP agent still successfully recovers the human’s expected policy though with
much larger variations compared to others.
5.2. Autonomous Driving Domain
We used a simulated autonomous driving domain (Leurent,
2018) to evaluate our method with human subjects to verify
its effectiveness with real-world biases. The state space is
featured by the position and velocity of the ego-vehicle and
nearby vehicles. The action space consists of five discrete
actions. Initially, the autonomous driving vehicle (green)
is running on the highway with a car in front of it (blue)
on the same lane and with the same speed, as illustrated in
Figure 3. The task of the autonomous driving agent is to
handle situations when the front car slows down quickly and
abruptly.
To design an experiment where biases are present, we con-
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(a) PEPS (µ = 7.6, σ = 2.4)

(b) SAC (µ = 5.0, σ = 2.3)

(c) DRLHP (µ = 5.9, σ = 2.2)

Figure 3. Agents’ behaviors in the autonomous driving domain for three time steps from the top to bottom of each agent. The agent’s
name is followed by its average rating and standard deviation. The p-value from one-way ANOVA is 0.037.

sidered scenarios with a regular condition and a rainy condition where the vehicle’s domain dynamics became much
more stochastic due to slippery roads. We solicited the
human’s preferences for different agent’s behaviors in the
regular condition and tested in the rainy condition.

ever, is more likely to lead to a collision with the front car on
slippery roads (more risk to the human!). PEPS agent first
chooses to brake (to be explicable), and then steers to the
other lane (to maintain safety), which reconciles between
efficiency and the human’s preference.

The user study had two phases: training and testing. At
the very beginning of the training phase, we requested the
participates to provide the importance ratings for several
factors governing the autonomous driving behavior (Cheung
et al., 2018a;b) in a 5-point Likert scale, such as average
speed (3.42), distance to the front car (4.57), relative speed
to neighboring cars (3.28), and lane following (3.78). The
average participants’ responses are shown in the parentheses
above. Their responses are considered to reflect the true
reward function and are linearly combined to use as the
environment reward function and later for validating the
presence of human biases. We collected human preference
data by manually selecting pairs of trajectory segments for
the participants to compare. The collected data was used
to train our method and the baselines. Then, we showed
several rollouts of the learned policy for each method to
new participants and asked them to rate those rollouts in the
testing phase.

We demonstrated these rollouts in the testing phase to new
participants. We informed the participants that the vehicle
was running on a rainy day. Each participant was required
to provide ratings to all the demonstrations ranging from 1
to 10. We obtained 15 valid responses. Interestingly, the
participants rated PEPS agent the most preferable, followed
by DRLHP and SAC agents. The average rating for each
agent and its standard deviation are shown in Figure 3. We
note that the results contradict with the importance ratings
solicited for the factors governing the driving behaviors,
which should have led to preferring the steering behavior
as chosen by SAC agent on slippery roads. This suggests
that the participants were likely to have a biased belief
about the vehicle’s dynamics in this domain (i.e., braking
is as efficient under the regular condition as on slippery
roads). Regardless, our agent chose the behavior that was
both explicable and efficient, and hence preferred over the
optimal behavior!

We published the experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk). To sift out invalid responses, a sanity check
demonstration was added that showed a collision, which
should not be preferred under any situation. We recruited 15
participants for training, and one failed the sanity check. We
noticed that the participants preferred to brake than steer during training, which accords with the participants’ responses
that attached a high importance rating to the distance to
the front car and lane following. In the testing phase, the
behavior of PEPS agent, SAC agent and DRLHP agent are
illustrated in Figure 3. SAC agent steers immediately when
the front car slows down. It is an efficient behavior with the
most return under a slippery road since braking would not
be as effective. DRLHP agent, on the other hand, chooses to
brake while staying in the same lane. Such a behavior, how-

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced and formulated the problem of
explicable policy search that extended explicable planning to
stochastic domains with continuous state and action spaces.
We considered biases from both the human’s belief about the
agent’s domain dynamics and the human’s reward function.
We developed a practical solution based on a preferencebased learning method by introducing a surrogate function
that captured both types of biases, which was then used to
recover an explicable policy. We evaluated our method both
in simulations and with human subjects. Results showed that
our approach could handle situations with various human
biases more desirably and thus contributed to achieving
explainable and safe human-agent interaction.
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